ONLINE SHOP
HAELOK®
The system.

HAELOK®
Brand & company.

HAELOK® Research & logistics.

HAELOK® is the leading, pure metal
to metal press fitting connection
system for the industry, energy technology, district heating and technical
oil and gas.
The high-performance compression
fittings are designed for extremely
high pressures and temperatures
as well as a fast and secure press
connection without sealing elements
and welding. The own developed
press tools guarantee the same
quality of each individual press
connection in existing or new systems
at all times. A perfect connection in a
few seconds.

HAELOK® stands for a strong brand
and innovative company. The global
company based in Zurich, Switzerland, is considered to be the world’s
leading system provider and the
engine of technological progress in
the field of pipe connection without
welding and elastomer seals.
What drives HAELOK® is the passion
for innovation and technology.
With the brand slogan “SWISS
PRECISION”, HAELOK® offers highquality product and service solutions.
Through distribution partners, the
label is present worldwide.

Our own research and development are the core of the company
and crucial for the sustainable
success of HAELOK®. An experienced
team of specialists works daily on the
development and advancement of
the product portfolio of high-performance compression fittings and press
tools. The entire development and
manufacturing process is governed
by HAELOK®, ensuring a quality and
technological advantage.

HAELOK®
Inventor. Generator. Trendsetter.

HAELOK®
An innovative company. A strong
brand.

Order online in only
5 steps!
All from one source
HAELOK® fittings, press tools,
instructions and documentation.

HAELOK®
Our invention. The original.

Always connected
Products, orders and inventory
anywhere, anytime via
shop.haelok.com
Worldwide shipping
Worldwide shipping via
HAELOK® own warehouse in
Southern Germany.

HAELOK® – Available at anytime.

HAELOK AG
Josefstrasse 225 | 8005 Zürich
T: +41 43 501 4550
Email: info@haelok.com
www.haelok.com

AN INNOVATIVE COMPANY.
A STRONG BRAND.
.

SIMPLE. INSTRUCTION. HAELOK®.
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STEP 1

ONLINE SHOP

STEP 5

FIRST-TIME REGISTRATION (one-time)

SELECT ARTICLES, PLACE AND COMPLETE ORDER

To gain unlimited access to the online shop, a one-time registration is required.

You now have several possibilities to search for articles.
Either via the categories on the home page, the navigation
or the search function.

ONLINE SHOP

Link: https://shop.haelok.com/en/registration

Fill in the form fields completely and click on„SAVE“.
IMPORTANT: Do not forget your tax identification number!
Subsequently, you will receive an email to confirm that we have
received your registration.

In the next step you will be taken to the product overview, in
which you can select a particular article.
Place the desired articles into your shopping cart.

Additional information for the first-time registration:
The registration should be conducted by a responsible person who
will later also undertake the purchasing. In all cases, this person will
be the point of contact for HAELOK AG. This person can add and
manage additional employee accesses.

STEP 2
VERIFICATION OF YOUR REGISTRATION
Your registration will be verified by HAELOK AG. This can take up to 8 hours. After the approval through HAELOK AG you will receive an email with
the release of your account (the email is to be recognised with the following sender shop.haelok.com).

Additional information about the articles:
Articles can only be ordered in their respective packaging unit (PU)!

Go to your shopping cart to complete the order.
You can adjust the quantities and they will automatically be
updated in the shopping cart.
Now proceed “TO THE CHECKOUT”.

Afterwards, you can use the HAELOK® Online Shop without restrictions.

STEP 3
LOGIN

Select the billing address as well as the delivery address, if
different.

Log in with the login data defined by you.

Additional information about the login:
Note or save your login data. The details will not be sent to you via
another confirmation email!

STEP 4

Now select the shipping and payment method and complete
the order subject to charge.

MANAGE ACCOUNT

Congratulations, your order is now completed!

After logging in, you land in the account management
section. Here you can:

You will now receive a confirmation email about your order.

- View and edit your personal data
- Manage your addresses (billing and delivery addresses)
- View your order history
- Create and manage employee access
- View notifications from HAELOK®

Please note: HAELOK® only considers the order confirmation as delivery security. The general terms and conditions of HAELOK AG
apply explicitly.

